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Subject: AGENDA FOR 28 SEPT. FACULTY MEETING 
Date: Fri, 22 Sep 2000 16:56:43 -0400 
From: Carol Lauer <CLauer@Rollins.edu> 
To: clauer <clauer@Rollins.edu> 
GENERAL MEETING 
GENERAL MEETING 
ARTS AND SCIENCES FACULTY 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2000 
12:30- 1:45 P.M. 
GALLOWAY ROOM 
I. Call to Order 
II. Approval of Minutes from May 2, 2000 
Available on Governance Web Page (see Campus Only Access) 
III. Announcements and Information 
A. Faculty Party - Oct. 28 
B. Family weekend Barbecue - Nov. 3 
C. CACREP -Judy Provost 
III. Reports 
IV. Old Business 
A. Special election for at-large Student Life Committee member 
Nominations: Rhonda Singer, Yao Yusheng 
B. Professional Standards Committee 
Role of Dean of the Faculty in Tenure and Promotions 
See ATTACHMENT 1 for models for discussion 
V. New Business 
VI. Adjournment 
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Subject: Faculty Minutes 
Date: Wed, 25 Oct 2000 13:59:28 -0400 
From: Levis@Rollins.edu 
To: blevis@Rollins . edu 
Dick James gracious agreed to take minutes at the September faculty 
meeting. Here is the unapproved version for your perusal . bl 
R. Barry Levis, Ph.D. 
Chair and Professor of History 
Edi tor , The Jour nal of Gr aduate Liber al Studi es 
Rollins College 
Winter Park, Florida 32789 
Levis@Rollins . edu 
Name: Fminutesl . doc 
[ ]Fminutesl.doc Type: Download File (application/msword) 
Encoding: bas e64 
1 of 1 10/25/00 2:12 PM 
Unapproved Minutes 
Faculty Meeting 
School of Arts and Sciences 
Members Present: Mark Anderson, Erich Blossey, Alexander Boguslawski; William 
Boles, Richard Bommelje, Rita Bornstein, Wendy Brandon, Lyvonne Burleson, Sharon 
Carnahan, Julie Carrington, Barbara Carson, Roger Casey; Gloria Child, James-Child, 
Daniel Crozier, Donald Davison, Joan Davison, Linda DeTure, Philip Deaver, Nancy 
Decker, Hoyt Edge, Richard Foglesong, Greg Gardner, Lynda Glennon, Clarence-H~rdy, 
Paul Harris, Scott Hewitt, Alicia Homrich, John Houston, Gordon Howell, Constance 
Hudspeth, Mary Anne Hunt, Richard James, Peggy Jarnigan, Jill Jones, Roy ~err, 
Thomas Lairson, Patricia Lancaster, Carol Lauer, Edmund LeRoy, Susan Libby, Richard 
Lima, Lee Lines, Brian Lofman, Edna McClellan; Thomas Moore, Steven-Ne~son, 
Kathryn Norsworthy, Peg O'Keef, Twila Papay, Pedro Pequeno, Patricia Pettijohn; 
Alberto Prieto-Calixto, Judith Provost, Roger Ray, David Richard, Charles Rock; Dqnald 
Rogers, Scott Rubarth, Judy Schmalstig, Rachel Simmons, Rhonda Singer, Joseph Siry, 
Anne Skelley, Michael Smyth, Robert Steen, MarilynStewart, Lisa Tillmann-Hraly, 
Luis Valdes, Larry Van Sickle, Richard Vitray, Debra Wellman, Gary Williams, Yusheng 
Yao, Wenxian Zhang 
Guests: Stewart Parker, Trace Meek, Cyrus Best; Glenn Fleming, Ronnie G~mld 
Date: September 28, 2000 
Time: 12:44 p.m. 
I. Approval of minutes 
Ed LeRoy stated that he had fax'd -Barry Levis with corrections-to the ~fay 
2, 2000, meeting of the Faculty minutes. The minutes, as corrected, were 
approved. 
II. Announcements 
Lauer announced that the Governance-Web Site is now updat~ and 
available. Let her know if any errors are found. The Fall Faculty Party is 
scheduled for October 28, 2000. Another invitation is coming soon-tp all 
faculty. Family Weekend is scheduled for 3 - 5 November. Faculty are 
encouraged to attend all functions, especially the Friday night bar-b-A.ue. 
Invitations for this even will be sent out soon. Faculty of first-year 
students should try to attend since parents of these students-usuall-y at,tend 
this function. Lauer also suggested that if faculty know of students whose 
parents will not be at Family Weekend, the faculty member may want to 
bring the student. 
The traffic light at the Fairbanks Avenue cross-walk will be installed by 
February 2001 . The necessary cabling has- been installed and the 
equipment is on order. ' 
Phil Deaver announced that Faculty cars. were being towed. Roy-Kerr said 
that he had received email from Campus Safety that Faculty cars would 
not be towed unless parked in Fire/Emergency Areas. He agreed-that 
Faculty cars are being towed. Lauer suggested that specifics about these 
incidents be sent to George Herbst, Kerr pointed out that-this prn?lem 
wouldn't occur if the current regulations and rules were enforced. 
President Bornstein announced that she would be presenting the pro Rosal 
for Domestic Partners to the Board of Trustees. The Executive Committee 
has already approved the proposal -and it now requires ful-l-b9ard 
ratification. She indicated that she expected the proposal to tie approved. 
Judy Provost said the CACREP Accreditation team would-be onc~pus 
October 9 and 10. The team would be interviewing various members of 
the Faculty and Staff for input to the Counseling Program:-~ re-
accreditation. 
Nancy Decker announced that next week is German Week. On October 3rd 
(German Unity Day) a brass band Musikzug from Eschweiler in 
Northrhein-Westphalia would be giving two free concerts. The first would 
be at Dave's Downunder at 12:30PM and the second concert will ~e in 
the Rogers Room of Keene at 7:00PM. 
III. Reports 
1. Academic Affairs 
Mark Anderson (Chairperson) provided a handout showing the task 
and timetable of the effort to develop assessment methods for the 
General Education Requirements~ Anderson said that these assessrpent 
methods are to be focused on the goals for each GenEd that were 
approved last year by the Faculty. The basic process setup-by the AAC 
is to form subcommittees for each GenEd Requirement. The 
subcommittees would establish the assessment methods-and provide 
these to the AAC for approval and presentation to the full Faculty. 
Anderson hoped that this effort could be completed this term. L<J,urer 
said that this activity may result in a re-evaluation of the goals if any 
are determined to be un-accessible. Anderson said that he hoped,that 
time would not be taken now to do goal re-evaluation. There would be 
more time later if this was necessary, The planned activity. shpuld 
really focus on establishing assessment methods. 
Between October 11 and 16 One meeting with committee chairs to discuss assessment 
strategies 
October 18 or 20 One colloquium, open to all faculty, for each letter (7 on 
Wednesday and-7on Friday) 
October 20- November 10 Pick committee of 3 to 5 faculty and decide on 
assessment methods. for your letter 
November 10 Publish assessments online --
November 10-17 Faculty comment online about published-asses~ents 
November 17-30 Committee edits assessments using online comments 
November 30 Revised proposal goes.from each committee toAAC 
December 6 Faculty discuss proposal at scheduled faculty meeting 
2. Professional Standards 
It was moved, seconded, and pass-that-the-meeting bereconvenedias a 
Committee of the Whole until 1 :30 PM. This allowed open discus.sion 
of the proposed alternative models.to alter the process.of evaluati~ of 
candidates for tenure. The proposed models focus on the role of the 
Dean of the Faculty in evaluations.and-tenure. (see Ap~dix) 
Ken Taylor presented the proposed alternative models - depicting the 
current process and three possible changes to the process. The co"fern 
is that in the current model, there is an informal (verbal) line between 
the Dean and the Provost. The candidate. does not see this. conne1tion 
so the process is "mysterious" to the candidate. Taylor reported that 
both the FEC and Prof Std-Committees-liked Alternative -Modfl 1, 
since it clarified the communications between the Dean and the 
Provost. Taylor went on to explain.that the "collaborative-.relatio~hip" 
box between the Dean and the FEC meant that during the evaluation 
process they would have an on-going informal relationship. In 
Alternative Model 2, this relationship between the Dean and the FEC 
would be at "arm's length" and that an exchange of informationwpuld 
occur at some specific time, perhaps-mid-October. Alternative M;odel 
2 still has the formal link between the Dean and the Provost. 
Don Davison asked for clarification of the term "collaboratioQ' as 
used in the Alternative Model 1. Davison was interested whether this 
meant just sharing of final reports or-something more, Ed LeRor 
assisted Taylor in explaining what the Committee was thinking here. 
The general idea was there should-he a. sharing of infoi:mation-bet'Yeen 
the Dean and the FEC. It was thought that the Dean may have 
information that the FEC does not-have plus the FEC may. u.ncoyer 
information that the Dean did not have. LeRoy stressed that the Dean 
and the FEC would still produce.separate-reports. The..Commi.t~ee 
envisioned informal but not regular meetings between the Dean and 
the FEC. 
Davison asked what information does either the Dean-or FE€ h~e 
that is exclusive. He expressed concern about how "collaboration" was 
defined. He felt that the assessments-should be arrived.&t 
independently and that "sharing information" was not good for. this 
desired independence. LeRoy responded-that the Dea.n.-has-~ss to 
grade and load information. Roy Kerr pointed out that the 
Department's Evaluation process-has.accessed to this i-nfon~jtion 
now. He agreed with Davison's point. He went on to say that the 
current process was setup to decouple. the-Dean's officefrom.Jhe 
evaluation process since in the past the Dean's office has too much 
influence. LeRoy pointed out that-the-Prof Std CommitteewaS-ta&_ked 
by the Executive Committee to examine ways to include the Dean and 
that they did not see a-problem-with-shar.ing information. 
Scott Hewitt felt that should be specific and state precisely what data is 
to be shared and that this data did not include the individualrepprts. 
LeRoy pointed out that the current By-Laws have minimized the role 
of the Dean; the Dean just writes a report, The formei:-Dean -int~~ted 
this as a report of the facts but no opinion. LeRoy stated that the 
Committee felt that the Dean should-provide a personal-opiniotl--~ the 
report. Lauer stated that the Executive Committee was also concerned 
that the Dean did not provide an opinion in the report that went-t~ the 
Candidate. They felt this did not protect the Candidate since the · 
Candidate did not know what the Dean had said verbally to the -Pr~vost 
or the President. 
Joan Davison asked why thewordi.ngoouldn't be changedint~By-
Laws that the Dean must give an opinion in their report. She felt this 
issue had nothing to do with shai:ing. information with the FEC., She 
also verified that the Dean was not on the FEC. Pedro Pequeno stated 
that although the Dean does not-sit with the FEC, the Dean-ob-~usly 
talks with the FEC and Provost during any evaluation. LeRoy stated 
that this may be the case, but the neW-models are attempting to-clfrify 
the By-Laws which currently state" . . . the Dean shall send a letter of 
evaluation to the-candidate ... " . P--rof.Std.Committee--feels-this-i.S-too 
cryptic and open to interpretation by the individual Dean. Dean Roger 
Casey added that-the By-Laws-currently state that the-li'EC ~its a 
"recommendation" to the Provost. 
Lynda Glennon stated-that.the--cuuentprocess was really the-'~orst-
case". How does the Candidate know what the Dean has told the 
Provost - it could -be different-from-what is said in the--Dea~s-r:rort. 
She also pointed out that if we adopt a new model that she felt the 
Dean was shifting from a faculty advocate. to a boss. 
Barbara Carson felt that a potential model had been omitted. She felt a 
model was possiblethathad-the--Deanspecifically providipg a 
recommendation (instead of a report) to the Provost. Lauer stated-that 
a concern was the Dean focused-on-one-set of data about-a..Candipate 
and the FEC focused on another. Carson said that the Dean could 
provide a recommendation/repOit-befure-the FEC reaches-,heir 
decision. 
Sharon Carnahan felt that data-sharing was being confused-with 
making recommendations. She felt that data sharing could occur if a 
standard, well-defined set of-data-was-exchanged. The real~ she 
felt, was that the Dean needs to make a recommendation to both'the 
Candidate and the Provost. Ta.ylol'.--saidthat Model 1-~d be 
amended to state "data sharing" instead of "collaborative relationship" 
and "recommendation" instead-of-"reporti.'. Carson asked-if the 1ates 
should be changed so that the Dean' s report/recommendation was 
released before the FEC released-their-opinion. This would-all.my the 
FEC to use the Dean's report in their deliberations. Lauer asked -if the 
reverse should-occur - the Deail-g-ets-the-FEC's report before-re~ing 
the Dean's report? · 
Pequeno pointed out that "collaboratio~' was occurring nowb~een 
the Dean and the FEC. What is needed is the Dean's report to contain 
a recommendation. 
President Bornstein pointed-outthat-inthepast, the DeanancJ the 
Provost have consulted and the FEC has met with the Dean. This 
usually occurs if there is a particularly '1:horny" issue invo~ved. 
Steve Phelan explained the FEC's viewpoint of the process. He stated 
that currently they felt they were the "second-hand jury". He-feel-Si that 
everyone gets to see the same data now. Currently, the FEC negotiates 
with the Department to resolve issues. They would like to also be able 
to negotiate with the Dean when necessary .. However; he sa.id-tha.t: the 
FEC was not going to let the Dean tell them what to do. Phelan went 
on to say that the FEC was -in the-prncess.-of preparing guidefu1es. 
Joe Siry questioned the reasoning behind changing the dates for the 
Dean's report from the current OctobeJ'.31- to December 15. LeRoy 
stated they had changed the dates to allow the "collaboration" between 
the Dean and the FEC. 
Dean Casey interjected the..followin.g.-opi.nions/ obset:-vationS-,fter 
meeting with both FEC and the Prof Standards committees: 
• current handbook says the-Dean.will write a Iett9r of 
recommendation; he interprets this as "make an opinion" 
• feels it is best to-'.' de-mystify.". the-pmcess for the..candidat~ this 
means to him that the candidate is aware of all interrelationships in 
the process 
• believes we need-a system.ofchecks..and balances.;. eveJ:}'one,sees 
different "things"; all voices should get to speak; 
• if!he Dean sends-~repoi:t-to -the..EEC-early (i.e., Octobet:-3-1-~ that 
this could be "mampulat1ve" · 
• on the issue of "collaborative relationship" he feels.thftt if 
information is requested, then share it. The two parties (FEC and 
Dean) should conduct theii:investigat-ions independentl.Yi and 
release their final reports at the same time. They can interact but 
they shouldn'tlll~by". 
• feels it is a good thing to.have-two.separate letters{reports)-t? the 
candidate, one from FEC and one from Dean, both with 
recommendations.(yes or-no). 
Roy Kerr asked if the Alternative Models would apply to promotions 
to Full Professor. LeRoy stated-t-heit:-pla.nwas to have the-~ame 
structure but different dates. The Committee had not considered the 
model for promotion in great detai\ yet. 
Joan Davison asked if the FEC can say "no" and stop the process. 
Lauer stated that only the Department- can stop the process. Da~ison 
expressed concern over the dates and if the Dean released their report 
first, it would influence-the FEC. Rick Vitray pointed.outthat~ the 
current model, the Dean releases the report first so could influence 
FEC, but FEC can't influence the DeaRVitray said he feels.ifther~ are 
disagreements that both parties should know why. LeRoy stated that 
the current model with the earlier release-of the Dean!s-reportllsets, that 
document in stone". 
Tom Lairson pointed -out that the issue is whether want we~k or 
effective Dean. To be effective, he feels the Dean must state an 
opinion. He did not see a-reason.fot:..either-party to try and-influevce 
the other. The Provost can resolve differences - so, don't really ne.ed to 
collaborate. LeRoy asked-ifthe "collaboration" was the wrong-tenp? 
Kerr pointed out that the Dean is Administration's representative to the 
Faculty. If we want the Dean to be Faculty's representatiye to 
Administration, we need to change the process. 
Luis Valdez expressed concern with the individual candidate- inJ his 
process. Where would they defend themselves? Do we need a "court 
system" to hear appeals? LeRoy responded that Alternati-ve-Mo4el 1 
was for the candidate. · 
Jill Jones stated that if the FEC is made up of only tenured-Eacplty, 
why are we worrying about the "Dean's influence"? Gary Williams 
said that he agreed with Jill-but-not Roy or Tom. An answ-er-t0-Luif - it 
is not shown on these forms. To Roy, neither Alternative Models 1 or 
2 require a weak or strong Dean. Williams wondered if. the da~s for 
both reports to the candidate in Alternative Model 1 should in the 
October 31 to November 15time-frame-. He also wonderedw~ther 
the proposed December 15 date in Alternative Model 2 when the 
Candidate receives. the FEC's-report should be November-l~ and 
whether the "TBA" date when the Candidate receives the Dean's report 
should be October 15 - 20. Willia.ms also-suggested in Alternative 
Model 2, that the FEC receive the Dean's report in the October 15 - 20 
time frame. 
Pat Lancaster suggested that the process does not invol¥e a sh~ of 
data. She feels that the Department's opinion of the candidate's worth 
to the institution can be different from -the-Dean's. TheDems-op~ion 
is the institution's view of the candidate's worth. 
Eileen Gregory said that the original-plan for this process.was.fo~ the 
FEC to be "above" the Dean. Now, we are discussing the idea of 
"collaboration" between the two. -Lots-ofinformation isalryady 
exchanged and what is really needed is already happening. She went 
on to say she agrees with Tomandloy. 
IV. Old Business 
Special Election - Student Life Committee 
A special election was held to replace Leigh Ann Wheeler on the 
Student Life Committee. Nominees are Rhonda SingCii and 
'7 
Yusheng Yao. Motion made, seconded and passed to close 
nominations. A secret baHot vote-was conducted. 
V. New Business 
No new business-was int-rod~ced. 
VI. Adjournment 







ARTICLE VIII, D (pp. BB 17-18) 
Section 5. Evaluation by Deans or Directors 
Based on the candidate's file as well as his or herkn0-wledge ofthe-candidat~, the 
appropriate Dean( s) or Director( s) conduct separate evaluations. The Dean( s) or 
Director(s) may also consult with the Department Evaluation Committee, the candi~ate, 
or any other members of the community. 
The Dean( s) or Director( s) write separate letters(s) of evaluation- on the candi.q,ate. 
For tenure decisions, the letter is submitted to the Faculty Evaluation committee by 
October 31. For decisions on promotion to prnfessor; the letter is submittedtothe F~ulty 
Evaluation Committee by November 15. At these times, the candidate receives a copy of 
these letters, and the candidate's file is sent to the Faculty Evaluation Comntjttee. 
Section 6. Faculty Evaluation Committee 
The Faculty Evaluation committee consists-of five tenured, full professors, 
serving staggered terms of three years and one alternate to serve when a regular member 
is excused from an evaluation. These members-are appointed by the Professional 
Standards committee, with some consideration to academic diversity, and ratified by the 
faculty. Members of the Faculty Evaluation Committee receive one course-released .time 
every year they serve on the committee. 
Access to Information. The Faculty Evaluation-Committee has-access.19 the 
candidate's file and all other materials considered at other stages of the evaluation 
process. It is always appropriate for the Faculty Evaluation Committee to intr-od.JJce 
additional information that might not have been included by the Department Evaluation 
Committee or the appropriate Dean or Director. The Faculty.Evaluation Committee\ also 
has the authority to call in anyone it needs for consultation, especially where there is 
disagreement between parties at different stages.-of the evaluation process. 
Review by the Faculty Evaluation Committee. The Faculty Evaluation 
Committee conducts its own evaluation of each candidate for tenure or promotioR s;nce 
it is difficult to evaluate candidates in disciplines other than one's own, review is based 
on the following sources: the review of the Department Evaluation Committee, the 
assessment of the external evaluators ( when requested by the candidate), the evaluation 
of the appropriate Dean(s) or Director(s), the candidate's professional assessrp.ent 
statement, and the department's specifications of how college criteria for tenure and 
promotion are defined, measured, and applied. The committee may also consultwit-1:t the 
0 
Department Evaluation committee, the appropriate Dean(s) or Director(s), the candidate, 
or any other member of the community. 
Because the department is normally the best judge ofa candidate? s-qualifi.c~tion 
in a particular academic discipline, no candidate is tenured or promoted without the 
approval of a majority of the Department Evaluation-Committee. 
Upon completion of its review, the Faculty Evaluation committee writes a letter 
of recommendation. For tenure decisions; this-letter is submitted to the Provost by 
December 15. For decisions on promotion to professor, the letter is submitted to the 
Provost by March 1. 
Conclusions of the FacultyEvaluation Committee...-A positiverecommendftion 
by the Faculty Evaluation Committee is forwarded to the Provost for his or her review, 
along with the candidate's file. 
In the event of a negative evaluation bythe Faculty-Evaluation--Committe; the 
Faculty Evaluation Committee will consult with the Department Evaluation Committee 
on points of disagreement. If the Faculty. Evaluation-Committee is stiU-not-satis.fiedwith 
the arguments of the Department Evaluation Committee, it submits its negative 
recommendation, along with the candidate's file, t-0 the P-rovostfor his Of her 
recommendation. 
CHANGES 
We suggest changing "Dean(s) or Director(s)1' tu "Dean-or-Director.-" We s11ggest- -
changing the syntax in Section 5 "to make the tltirtlperson plural verlis agree w,V,. the 
singular nouns. We suggest changingpassive case to active. Underlined words indicate 
changes from the original 
NOTE to PSC: Double-spacing will facilitate changes. 
Section 5. Evaluation by Deans and Directors 
Based on the candidate's file as well as-his or her-knowledge ofthe candidatt,, the 
appropriate Dean or Director conducts a separate evaluation. The Dean or Director sits as 
a non-voting member of the Faculty Evaluation Committee and may al-5e consult with the 
Department Evaluation Committee, the candidate, or any other members of the 
community. 
1 () 
The Dean or Director writes a separate letter of evaluation on and 
recommendation for the candidate. For tenure decisions, the Dean or Director submits the 
I 
letter to the Faculty Evaluation committee by October 31. For decisions on promotion to 
professor, the Dean or Director submits the lettertothe Faculty Evaluation Committee by 
) 
November 15. At these times, the candidate receives a copy of these letters, and the Dean 
or Director sends the candidate's file to the Faculty Evaluation Comm~ttee. 
Section 6. Faculty Evaluation Committee 
The Faculty Evaluation committee consists of five tenured, full profess.ors, 
serving staggered terms of three years, and one alternate to serve when a regular member 
is excused from an evaluation, and the appropriate Dean orDirector asanon-v~ting 
member. These faculty members are appointed by the Professional Standards Executive 
Committee, with some consideration to academic di.vei:sity.; and ratified by th~ fac,ulty. 
Members of the Faculty Evaluation Committee receive one course-released time every 
year they serve on the committee. 
Access to Information. The Faculty Evaluation Committee has access-t'? the 
candidate's file and all other materials considered at other stages of the evaluation 
process. It is always appropriate for the Faculty Evaluation Committee to intro4uce 
additional information that might not have been included by the Department Evaluation 
Committee or the appropriate Dean or Director. The Faculty Evaluation Committee, also 
1 1 
has the authority to call in anyone it needs for consultation, especially where there is 
disagreement between parties at different stages of the evaluation process. 
Review by the Faculty Evaluation Committee. The Faculty Evaluation 
Committee conducts its own evaluation ofeachcandidatefortenure or-promotion, ~ince 
it is difficult to evaluate candidates in disciplines other than one's own, review is based 
on the following sources: the review ofthe Department-Evaluation Committee,..the 
assessment of the external evaluators (when requested by the candidate), the evaluation 
and recommendation of the appropriate DeanW-or-Directorfsj, the candidate's 
professional assessment statement, and the department's specifications of how college 
criteria for tenure and promotion are defined, measured; and applied. The committee piay 
also consult with the Department Evaluation Committee, the appropriate Dean(Sj or 
Director(Sj, the candidate, or any other member.of-the co~nity. 
Because the department is normally the best judge of a candidate's qualification 
in a particular academic discipline, no candidate is.tenured or promoted. withoUf the 
approval of a majority of the Department Evaluation Committee. 
Upon completion of its review, the Faculty Evaluation Committee writes.a lytter 
of recommendation. For tenure decisions, the committee submits this letter is and the 
appropriate Dean or Director submits his -0r her recommendation to the Prov~t by 
December 15. For decisions on promotion to professor, the committee submits this letter 
1 ") 
is and the appropriate Dean or Director submits.his or her recommendationt0-the Prqvost 
by March 1. At these times, the candidate receives a copy of these letters. 
Conclusions of the Faculty Evaluation.Committee. .The Faculty.Evaluarion 
Committee forwards a positive recommendation to the Provost for his or her review, 
along with the candidate's file. This recommendation may.agree or disagreewith-t~t of 
the appropriate Dean or Director. 
In the eveRt case of a negative evaluation; the fiaculty Evaluation Committ~ will 
consult with the Department Evaluation Committee on points of disagreement. If the 
Faculty Evaluation Committee is still not satisfied withthe-arguments of the Depalt~ent 
Evaluation Committee, it submits its negative recommendation, along with the 
candidate's file, to the Provost for his or her recommendation-. This recommendation,may 
I 
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GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS: GOALS AND MEANS OF ASSESSMENT 
Expressive Arts (A) 
Artistic creation is a central and enduring activity in all cultures. The arts attest to the 
fundamental human need for self-expression and for the transformation of human 
experience into lasting symbolic form. Furthermore, the great diversity of art forms 
across cultures is evidence of the degree to which human experience, while shared, is also 
culturally determined. Expressive arts classes provide the student with an appreciation 
for aesthetic experience by teaching the skills necessary for individual aesthetic 
expression or by focusing on acquiring a critical vocabulary with which to articulate 
aesthetic experience. The expressive arts thus encompass both primary aspects of artistic 
creation: its practice and its scholarly study. Upon completion of this requirement, 
students will be able to: 
♦ GOAL 1: Identify and explain artistic techniques and styles in their cultural context. 
• ASSESSMENT: Prepare response papers that articulate the expressive experience in 
the language of the discipline and the art and/or that demonstrate inquiry, 
research, and synthesis skills pertinent to the discipline. 
• ST AND ARD: At least 80% of students will demonstrate this required skill at the 
level of C or better (as evaluated by the professor). · 
♦ GOAL 2: Demonstrate an understanding of the creative process, including the 
technique, processes, and concepts of artistic creation, whether from hands-on 
experience or from the study of history and theory. 
• ASSESSMENT: In an essay, the student will take the vocabulary from class and 
apply it to an outside experience in a critical manner. 
Or 
The student will demonstrate practical acquisition of the skills necessary to the 
understanding of the creative process. 
• STANDARD: At least 80% of students will demonstrate this required skill at the 
level of C or better (as evaluated by the professor). 
Knowledge of Other Cultures (C) 
Humans have adapted to a wide range of habitats and developed a variety of ways of 
interpreting and understanding the world. The diversity of these interpretations is part of 
what defines our species. By analyzing a nonwestern culture, students will better 
understand what is common to human nature, how societies differ from each other and 
how our lives are shaped by our cultural beliefs. They will also understand that culture is 
not an arbitrary construct, but rather consists of systems of beliefs and institutions that 
typically serve some purpose. Nonwestern cultures are those that are not European 
derived, or that may be European derived but include a substantial cultural component 
from African, Native American, Asian, Australian Aboriginal or Pacific Island sources. 
Upon completion of this requirement, students will be able to: 
♦ GOAL 1: Demonstrate an understanding of a point of view characterizing a 
non western culture including awareness of basic beliefs that are not typical of most 
western cultures. 
• ASSESSMENT: The student will write an essay in which basic beliefs typical of a 
non-western culture are identified and compared and contrasted with beliefs 
typical of a western culture. Basic beliefs are those whose effects are widespread 
within a given culture. 
• STANDARD: A minimum of 80% of the students will receive a grade of C- or 
better on this essay. 
♦ GOAL 2: Explain how a given institution or symbol system in a nonwestern culture 
enhances the viability of that culture or, alternately, serves the purposes of some 
social group or category within that culture. 
• ASSESSMENT: The student will write an essay explaining how a given nonwestern 
institution or symbol system helps a society adapt to its physical or social 
environment, or, alternately, serves the interests of a group or category within that 
culture. 
• STANDARD: A minimum of 80% of the students will receive a grade of C- or 
better on this essay. 
Development of Western Society (D): 
The ideas, arts and institutions that define Western society and culture have emerged 
from a rich historical process. In order to understand, appreciate, and critically evaluate 
any aspect of this culture, one must have an understanding of the context from which it 
arose. By studying the Western heritage in its historical development, students will be 
encouraged to see the historical dimensions of the issues they face as engaged citizens 
today. Upon completion of this requirement, students will be able to: 
♦ GOAL 1: Identify and analyze, from a historical perspective, a defining aspect of 
Western culture. 
♦ GOAL 2: Critically analyze and evaluate historical documents and primary sources. 
♦ GOAL 3: Understand and evaluate an explanatory historical narrative - cognizant 
that no such narrative is definitive or final. 
• ASSESSMENT (GOALS 1 AND 2): Take an event, artifact, or text and discuss its 
significance in the development of the West framed within a certain time period 
and a particular place. 
• STANDARD: A minimum of 80% of the students will receive a grade of C- or 
better on this essay. 
• ASSESSMENT (GOALS 1 AND 3): Take at least one historical interpretation of an 
event, artifact, or text. Evaluate the effectiveness of the interpretation[s] in 
explaining a defining aspect of Western culture. 
• STANDARD: 75 % will make a C or better in performing this task. 
Foreign Languages (F) 
Foreign Language study has an intimate and necessary connection with the educational 
goal of learning about oneself and one's relationship to the world. Language is not just 
the primary vehicle for the communication of culture; it is culture. As such, foreign 
language study offers a unique window of perception regarding non-English speaking 
cultures, a window through which students can learn to communicate in a language other 
than their native tongue, learn how other people live and what they value, or, in the case 
of ancient languages, delve into our rich culture and philological heritage. Second 
language study also provides insights into the nature of language and its power to shape 
ideas and expression. The F requirement can be fulfilled by studying either an ancient or 
a modern language. Upon completion of this requirement, students will be able to: 
Modern Languages: 
♦ GOAL 1: Make themselves understood and communicate their basic needs in day-to-
day activities in a non-English speaking environment. 
• ASSESSMENT: To establish a non-English speaking environment, the direct 
method approach is used for the elementary and intermediate levels of all modern 
foreign languages. Students are paired with each other or in groups to create 
conversations based on the vocabulary, grammar and syntax they have learned. 
Day-to-day homework assignments, oral evaluations and frequent written tests are 
used to determine their mastery of these lessons and their ability to communicate 
ideas in the target language. Accurate records will be kept for these evaluations. 
• STANDARD: A minimum of 75% of the students in the 102 and 201 levels of the 
target language will succeed in attaining the "Intermediate-Low" level for the 
Romance languages, or the "Novice-Mid" level for German, Russian and 
Japanese languages in the four skills of language acquisition of speaking, 
listening, reading and writing as defined by the ACTFL Proficiency 
Guidelines.* 
♦ GOAL 2: Identify appropriate behavior and recognize basic rules of etiquette in the 
target language. 
♦ GOAL 3: Understand the basic values and beliefs of the target language culture. 
• ASSESSMENT: These goals may be assessed by one or more of the following 
methods: 
• Students read short passages (usually in English) concerning appropriate 
behavior, etiquette, the basic values and beliefs of the target language culture 
and/or watch videos on these subjects. 
• Compositions in which students can compare the target language culture with 
their own are assigned based on these activities. 
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■ Oral reports in which students are asked to present their research on these 
aspects of the target language culture through the internet or in books or 
magazines are assigned and evaluated. 
Accurate records will be kept for these evaluations. 
• STANDARD: A minimum of 75% of the students in the 102 and 201 levels of the 
target language will demonstrate appropriate behavior, recognize the basic rules 
of etiquette, and articulate the basic values and beliefs of the target language 
culture. 
ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines: 
* Speaking: 
Novice-Mid - "Oral production continues to consist of isolated words and 
learned phrases within very predictable areas of need ... Vocabulary is sufficient only for 
handling simple, elementary needs and expressing basic courtesies. Utterances rarely 
consist of more than two or three words and show frequent long pauses and repetition of 
interlocutor's words. Speaker may have some difficulty producing even the simplest 
utterances. Some Novice-Mid speakers will be understood only with great difficulty." 
[ Russian, Japanese, Hebrew, and German] 
Intermediate-Low - "Able to handle successfully a limited number of interactive, 
task-oriented and social situations. Can ask and answer questions, initiate and respond 
to simple statements and maintain face-to-face conversation, although in a highly 
restricted manner and with much linguistic inaccuracy. Within these limitations, can 
perform such tasks as introducing self, ordering a meal, asking directions, and making 
purchases. Vocabulary is adequate only to express the most elementary needs. Strong 
interference from native language may occur. Misunderstandings frequently arise, but 
with repetition, the Intermediate-Low speaker can generally be understood by 
sympathetic interlocutors." [ French, Po1iuguese, and Spanish ] 
Listening: 
Novice-Mid - "Able to understand some short, learned utterances, particularly 
where context strongly supports understanding and speech is clearly audible. 
Comprehends some words and phrases from simple questions, statements, high-frequency 
commands and courtesy formulae about topics that refer to basic personal information or 
the immediate physical setting. The listener requires long pauses for assimilation and 
periodically requests repetition and/or a slower rate of speech." [Russian, Japanese, 
Hebrew, and German ] 
Intermediate-Low - "Able to understand sentence-length utterances which consist 
of recombinations of learned elements in a limited number of context areas, particularly 
if strongly supported by the situational context. Content refers to basic personal 
background and needs, social conventions and routine tasks, such as getting meals and 
receiving simple instructions and directions. Listening tasks pertain primarily to 
spontaneous face-tojace conversations. Understanding is often uneven; repetition and 
rewording may be necessary. Misunderstandings in both main ideas and details arise 
frequently. " [French, Portuguese, and Spanish ] 
Reading: 
Novice-Mid: "Able to recognize the symbols of an alphabetic and/or syllabic 
writing system and/or a limited number of characters in a system that uses characters. 
The reader can identify an increasing number of highly contextualized words and/or 
phrases including cognates and borrowed words, where appropriate. Material 
understood rarely exceeds a single phrase at a time, and rereading may be required." 
[ Russian, Japanese, Hebrew and German ] 
Intermediate-Low: ""Able to understand main ideas and/or some facts from the 
simplest connected texts dealing with basic personal and social needs. Such texts are 
linguistically noncomplex and have a clear underlying internal structure, for example 
chronological sequencing. They impart basic information about which the reader has to 
make only minimal suppositions or to which the reader brings personal interest and/or 
knowledge. Examples include messages with social purposes or information for the 
widest possible audience, such as public announcements and short, straightforward 
instructions dealing with public life. Some misunderstandings will occur." [ French, 
Portuguese, and Spanish ] 
Writing: 
Novice-Mid: "Able to copy or transcribe familiar words or phrases and 
reproduce some from memory. No practical communicative writing skills." 
[ Russian, Japanese, Hebrew and German ] 
Intermediate-Low: "Able to meet practical writing needs. Can write short 
messages, postcards, and take down simple notes, such as telephone messages. Can 
create statements or questions within the scope of limited language experience. Material 
produced consists of recombinations of learned vocabulary and structures into simple 
sentences on very familiar topics. Language is inadequate to express in writing anything 
but elementary needs. Frequent errors in grammar, vocabulary, punctuation, spelling 
and in formation of non-alphabetic symbols, but writing can be understood by natives 
used to the writing of non-natives. " [ French, Portuguese, and Spanish ] 
Ancient Languages: 
♦ GOAL 1: Demonstrate a basic understanding of the morphology, syntax, and 
semantics of the language itself and how these relate to the English language. 
♦ GOAL 2: Read and comprehend passages of primary texts. 
♦ GOAL 3: Interpret ancient texts within the social and cultural context in which they 
were written. 
• ASSESSMENT: 
• Students will be presented with a passage of simple Greek/Latin prose or 
poetry and will be asked to (1) translate the passage, (2) identify morphology 
and syntax of selected words and passages, and (3) discuss the content of the 
passage in terms of Roman/Greek social and cultural issues. 
• Students will be evaluated by a faculty-devised final exam. 
• STANDARD: A minimum of 75% of the students in the 102 and 201 levels of Latin 
or Greek will achieve a C or higher on both assessment tools. 
Literature (L) 
The L requirement seeks to develop lifelong readers , sensitive to the richness of literary 
texts and to the pleasure of exploring that richness. In support of this goal, the L 
requirement develops students' ability to discover and articulate the ways in which 
literature imaginatively reflects the human condition. Upon completion of this 
requirement, students will be able to: 
♦ GOAL 1: Write valid critical essays on literary texts. 
• ASSESSMENT: Essays in papers or in exams, judged by the professor to 
demonstrate college-level understanding of literary works. Analytical approaches 
may vary by discipline, course, and professor. 
• STANDARD: 80% of the students will write critical essays of works of literature 
whose average will be judged C or better by the professor, the C indicating work 
at a college-level. 
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Physical and Organic Sciences with Laboratory (P, 0, & N) 
Humans live in and are part of the natural world. Our survival and success depends on 
our ability to understand, draw sustenance from, and sustain this world. Together, these 
courses focus on understanding the nature of science: its discovery process, the scientific 
method, and the historical sequence leading to major discoveries. Where possible, these 
courses discuss the social context of the sciences and give examples of the interplay 
between science and society. Students will complete two sciences courses (at least one 
with an integrated laboratory) from two levels of the science continuum, one from the 
physical sciences (P) and one from the life or experimental behavioral sciences (0). Upon 
completion of this requirement, students will be able to: 
♦ GOAL 1: Demonstrate knowledge of scientific principles, and paradigms or models 
at the appropriate level of analysis; 
• ASSESSMENT: In tests or essays students will state and apply scientific principles, 
and paradigms or models to a specific case(s). 
• STANDARD: 70% of students will earn a C- or better on the assessment tool. 
♦ GOAL 2: Evaluate competing theories using empirical evidence. 
• ASSESSMENT: In tests or essays students will compare and contrast the level of 
support for competing theories based on empirical evidence. 
• STANDARD: 70% of students will earn a C- or better on the assessment tool. 
♦ GOAL 3: Find, analyze and evaluate scientific material, which may include 
quantitative and qualitative data, to make an informed decision. 
• ASSESSMENT: In a paper, extended essay or laboratory report(s), students will 
apply fundamental principles introduced in the course to evaluate the merits of 
arguments presented in information provided with popular scientific literature or 
other sources. 
• STANDARD: 70% of students will earn a C- or better on the assessment tool. 
Upon completion of the laboratory requirement (N), students will be able to: 
♦ GOAL 4: Formulate a hypothesis, identify the dependent and independent variables, 
describe the controls used, find relationships between variables, and formulate an 
explanation of the results obtained from a laboratory or field investigation or from a 
description of a generic experiment. Discuss the sources of error involved in the 
acquisition of experimental data by various methods. 
• ASSESSMENT: Over the semester, students will submit a clearly written report(s) 
that formulates an hypothesis, identifies the dependent and independent variables 
and finds the relationship between them, describes the controls used, and 
formulates of an explanation of the results obtained from a laboratory 
investigation or from a description of an experiment. 
• STANDARD: 70% of students will earn a C- or better on the assessment tool. 
/ 
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Quantitative Reasoning (Q) 
Quantitative methods have become increasingly important in the natural and social 
sciences, business, government, and in many other activities that directly affect our lives. 
Furthermore, with the advent of fast computers with huge storage capabilities, it has 
become possible to collect, process, and disseminate large amounts of data. Playing an 
active role in the decision-making that shapes our society requires us to be able to 
interpret, analyze, and draw sound conclusions from the standard representations of data. 
Upon completion of this requirement, students will be able to: 
♦ GOAL 1: Organize data in graphs, tables, and charts so that the essential 
characteristics of these data become apparent. 
♦ GOAL 2: Critically analyze and interpret data in various standard representations. 
♦ GOAL 3: Draw conclusions about a population from a random sample, making 
appropriate statements pertaining to the statistical significance of those conclusions. 
♦ GOAL4: 
• Make basic statistical calculations with small data sets, by hand or with a non-
statistical calculator. 
• Use appropriate technology to perform statistical analysis on larger data sets. 
• ASSESSMENT: Students will be given a common test. 
• They will have a choice from two sets of data, one qualitative and one 
quantitative, which will be used to conduct a descriptive analysis that covers, 
through numerical and graphical representation, the following ideas: 
a. measures of central tendency 
b. measures of dispersion 
c. frequency distribution 
d. relationship 
• Students will construct confidence intervals or conduct hypothesis tests on 
their data and will explain and interpret their results. 
• Students will conduct the above analysis by using hand calculations or non-
statistical calculators for small data sets and spreadsheets or statistical 
calculators for larger data sets. 
• STANDARD: Seventy percent of the students taking this course will score 70 or 
above. 
Writing Reinforcement (R) 
In a contemporary global society, one must be able to write coherently and thoughtfully 
in both public and professional spheres. To master the skills and rhetorical practices of 
writing within a given discipline, students must move beyond basic instruction to the 
complexities of audience analysis and engagement in the larger queries of an informed 
citizenry. These courses require students to produce a series of written assignments 
intended both to extend facility in composition and to deepen understanding of course 
content. Upon completion of this requirement, students will be able to: 
♦ GOAL 1: Demonstrate competency in a discipline-specific mode of writing using 
appropriate sty le, structure, vocabulary, and supporting evidence. 
♦ GOAL 2: Utilize discipline-relevant information from various modes of expression 
(including equations, graphs, etc. if appropriate). 
• ASSESSMENT: One or more writing assignments integrating the necessary 
components (including visual modes of expression as appropriate) to present a 
coherent and thoughtful discussion of material central to the discipline. 
• STANDARD: A minimum of75% of the students will achieve an average (C or 
70%) or higher grade on the assignment(s). The criterion for grades will be the 
definition of grades published in the Rollins College Catalogue, or an alternative 
scale of grades published in the course syllabus. 
♦ GOAL 3: Practice critical thinking skills (comprehension, application, analysis, 
synthesis, and evaluation) in working with discipline-based topics. 
♦ GOAL 4: Evince a drafting process that considers audience and purpose while 
making use of technology appropriate to the discipline. 
♦ GOAL 5: Practice multiple uses of writing. 
• ASSESSMENT: A folder or portfolio of work prepared for the course, including an 
organized compendium of drafts for major assignments . The folder or portfolio 
will include an itemized list of various critical thinking skills in written discourse, 
as well as the various uses of writing the student has attempted. 
Or 
An itemized list of various critical thinking skills practiced in written discourse, 
as well as various uses of writing the student has attempted ( e.g., academic 
argumentative essay, analysis or response to a text, notes for class, letter to the 
editor, analysis of an issue, essay exam, bulleted list, professional proposal or 
memo, draft for a designated academic or non-academic audience, annotated 
bibliography, etc .). 
/ 
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• ST AND ARD: 80% of students will achieve an average or higher portfolio checklist 
score or an average grade of C- or higher on papers listed. 
• ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT FOR GOAL 3: A writing assignment to produce a 
critical analysis utilizing guidelines presented to the students. 
• STANDARD: 80% of students will achieve an average grade (C or 70%) or higher 
on this assignment. 
Knowledge of Contemporary American Society (S) 
Because of the global prominence of the United States, a critical understanding of 
contemporary America is a central component of a liberal arts education intended to 
prepare students for active citizenship. The knowledge students acquire about American 
history, culture, politics, economics, and social institutions will contribute to their ability 
to reflect critically on their environment and will enable them to sustain and transform the 
communities in which they live. Upon completion of this requirement, students will be 
able to: 
♦ GOAL 1: Identify salient public issues in the United States. 
♦ GOAL 2: Explain how characteristic features of contemporary America have been 
shaped by historical developments. 
♦ GOAL 3: Identify and analyze sources of stability and change in contemporary 
America. 
♦ GOAL 4: Analyze the enduring divisions and conflicts in the United States and 
describe their causes, current status, and possible consequences. 
♦ GOAL 5: Compare and contrast different perspectives for understanding 
contemporary issues and problems in the United States. 
• ASSESSMENT: Students will be assessed by papers, projects, presentations, exams, 
quizzes, or other suitable means. The specific instruments and procedures for 
evaluating learning goals will be at the discretion of the instructor and will vary 
from one course to another. While some courses might employ an assessment 
measure that is specifically targeted to one or more of the "S" goals, other courses 
might incorporate such measures in assignments designed also to assess students' 
achievement of the broader goals of the course. And while some courses for 
assessment purposes might employ one measure at a single time, e.g., a final 
exam, other courses might employ a series of measures over the course of the 
entire semester. Whatever the specific design of assessment methods and the 
procedures for their implementation, students enrolled in an "S" course will be 
expected to demonstrate their achievement of the learning goals of "S" courses 
through the following means. 
• ASSESSMENT FOR GOAL 1: Students will be expected to identify at least one salient 
public issue and examine its meaning and significance in contemporary America. 
• ASSESSMENT FOR GOAL 2: Students will be expected to provide a plausible 
explanation of at least one characteristic feature of contemporary America, 
including an analysis of how that feature has changed over time. 
• ASSESSMENT FOR GOAL 3: For some significant phenomenon under investigation, 
students will be expected to examine at least one source of stability and one 
source of change. 
• ASSESSMENT FOR GOAL 4: Students will be expected to analyze the nature, causes, 
current status, and possible consequences of at least one enduring division or 
conflict in the contemporary United States. 
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• ASSESSMENT FOR GOAL 5: Students will be expected to compare and contrast 
different points of view on at least one contemporary issue, problem, or 
controversy in the United States. 
• STANDARD: A minimum of eighty percent of students will perform at a 
satisfactory level, as determined by the professional judgment of the instructor, 
for at least three of the goals identified above. 
Oral Communication (T) 
A liberally educated person should be articulate and capable of effective listening. Oral 
communication skills are best developed if emphasized in a variety of disciplinary 
contexts. Students who acquire sills in oral communication are better prepared to perform 
in professional and civic life. Upon completion of this requirement, students will be able 
to: 
♦ GOAL 1: Prepare and deliver an effective oral presentation. This includes being able 
to manage communication anxiety and apply communication skills to discipline-
based practices and learning. 
• ASSESSMENT: In conjunction with an oral presentation assignment, use the 8 
communication competencies developed by the National Communication 
Association (NCA) as a guideline for assessing oral communication. Each 
instructor will need to adapt the wording of the competencies to ensure that they 
apply to discipline-based practices. The 8 communication competencies include 
the following behaviors: 
1. Choose and narrow a topic appropriately for the audience and occasion. 
2. State thesis/specific purpose in a manner appropriate for audience and 
occasion. 
3. Provide appropriate supporting material based on the audience and occasion. 
4. Use an organizational pattern appropriate to topic, audience, occasion, & 
purpose. 
5. Use language that is appropriate to the audience and occasion. 
6. Use vocal variety in rate, pitch, and intensity, to heighten and maintain 
interest. 
7. Use pronunciation, grammar, and articulation appropriate to the designated 
audience. 
8. Use physical behavior that supports the verbal message. 
• STANDARD: Ninety percent of the students will achieve an overall rating of 
"satisfactory" or better on a competency-based assessment instrument modeled on 
the NCA dimensions. 
♦ GOAL 2: Critically analyze and evaluate oral presentations. 
• ASSESSMENT: Student will use a competency-based assessment instrument to critically 
analyze and evaluate oral presentations. Students will provide written and/or oral 
justification for all of their ratings. 
• ST AND ARD: Ninety percent of the students will adequately analyze and evaluate an oral 
presentation using NCA guidelines. 
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♦ GOAL 3: Practice active listening. 
• ASSESSMENT: The International Listening Association defines listening as: "the process 
of receiving, constructing meaning from, and responding to spoken and/or nonverbal 
messages." Using the 5 types of listening skills identified in the Watson-Barker 
Listening Test Cl.Evaluating message content; 2. Understanding meaning in 
conversation; 3. Understanding and remembering information; 4. Evaluating emotional 
meaning; and 5. Following instructions and directions), each instructor will need to adapt 
the wording of the competencies to ensure that they apply to discipline-based practices. 
• STANDARD: Ninety percent of the students will achieve an overall rating of "satisfactory" 
or better on a competency-based assessment instrument modeled on the Watson-Barker 
Listening Test dimensions. 
♦ GOAL 4: Participate in class and group discussions. 
• ASSESSMENT: A series of class or group discussions conducted in-class and assessed 
qualitatively based on systematic observations by the professor and criteria provided in 
the syllabus. 
• STANDARD: Ninety percent of the students will make an occasional constructive and 
substantive contribution (as defined in the syllabus) to class discussions. 
Option 1 
Decision Making and Valuation (V) 
By reflecting on their values, people find meaning and justification in their lives as individuals 
and as participants in their communities. Personal growth is encouraged by critically reflecting 
on one' s own values and those of society, and in making personal and collective decisions in 
accordance with reasoned ethical principles. These courses will promote this critical reflection 
and principled decision-making through case studies, Socratic dialogue, service learning, or other 
appropriate methods. Upon completion of this requirement, students will be able to: 
♦ GOAL 1: Identify and discuss the ethical dimensions of societal issues . 
♦ GOAL 2: Make use of moral arguments to assess a course of action or social policy. 
• ASSESSMENT: A presentation either oral or written (e.g. a major paper, a series of short 
papers, case studies/analysis, an essay exam(s)) 
• STANDARD: A minimum of 75% of the students will demonstrate an ability to identify the 
ethical issue(s) in social setting, isolate that issue(s) and demonstrate an ability to 
rationally support an appropriate course of action or social policy. 
♦ GOAL 3: Identify, articulate and critically evaluate their own ethical commitments. 
• ASSESSMENT: n assignment ( oral or written) and checklist for rating specific points and 
skills in the assignment. 
• STANDARD: A minimum of75% of the students will achieve and demonstrate a skilled 
ability to articulate and defend their own ethical commitment(s) within the context of an 
ethical issue or dilemma. 
Option 2 
Decision Making and Valuation (V) 
The skills of decision making and evaluation are exercised on a daily basis in our personal and 
well as public life, although generally unconsciously rather than mindfully. These courses will 
promote critical reflection and principled decision making through case studies, Socratic 
dialogue, service learning, or other appropriate methods. The courses will improve the ability to 
make reasoned value judgements, within and among the moral, aesthetic, intellectual, monetary, 
political, and pragmatic spheres. Upon completion of this requirement, students will be able to: 
♦ GOAL 1: Establish criteria for effective decision making in various circumstances. 
• ASSESSMENT: Students will be presented with a problem and asked to establish a list of 
criteria on which to base an evaluation of various solutions to the problem and will. 
• STANDARD: A minimum of 75% of the students, 
♦ GOAL 2: Develop standards by which to evaluate whether a particular course of action or 
decision meets the criteria. 
• ASSESSMENT: Students will be asked to rank criteria and establish standards for 
measuring how effectively a particular decision meets those criteria. 
• STANDARD: A minimum of 75% of the students, 
♦ GOAL 3: Assess the decisions of others as to their suitability in meeting criteria. 
• ASSESSMENT: Students will be presented with a decision (interpretation, moral 
judgement, etc.) and asked to establish a set of criteria and standards to evaluated that 
decision. 
• STANDARD: A minimum of 75% of the students, 
Writing (W) 
The communication of ideas, information, poetry, stories, intent, and even culture itself has been 
dependent on the ability of humans effectively to store facts and convert thoughts to written 
language. The ability to communicate ideas and information in writing is at the core of a liberal 
arts education and is essential for active citizenship. In covering both academic and (to a lesser 
degree) familiar writing, the W course focuses on understanding rhetorical strategies. Students 
will read the texts of others and learn to shape their own meanings by writing and editing a 
variety of forms . Upon completion of this requirement, students will be able to: 
Note: Though English lOlis the only course used to fulfill the W requirement, it is taught in a variety of 
ways by different faculty. The Assessments below are intended to measure many approaches to meeting 
the goals of the W requirement. 
♦ GOAL 1: Define and use a variety of discourse forms, from the familiar essay to the formal 
argument, shaping and structuring their material to suit a given purpose; 
♦ GOAL 2: Differentiate and practice the stages of writing and revision in any form: 
inventing, drafting, gathering feedback from interested readers, revising, and finalizing; 
♦ GOAL 3: Read and react to academic texts by producing such forms as summaries, 
responses, reflections, analyses, comparisons, and arguments. 
• ASSESSMENT: Each student will maintain a folder ( or portfolio) of work prepared for 
ElOl, including an organized compendium of drafts for each major assignment. The 
final folder or portfolio will include a Table of Contents itemizing discourse forms, forms 
of reaction to academic texts, and drafting stages. 
• STANDARD: At least 80 % of graded documents included in each folder or portfolio will 
have received a grade of C or better. The criterion for grades will be the "Grading 
Criteria for Papers" published in the syllabus (see attached) or grade definitions in the 
Rollins College Catalogue. A minimum of 70% of the students in any given year will 
achieve either: a score of 16 or higher on the ElOl Portfolio Checklist (see attached); or a 
ranking of High Pass or Pass on a standard devised by the individual faculty member. 
♦ GOAL 4: Recognize that all discourse forms contain a central idea to be stated, explained, 
and developed through reasoning and evidence appropriate to the form in question; 
♦ GOAL 5: Demonstrate competency in editing for content, for style, and for basic grammar 
and mechanics. 
• ASSESSMENT: A final academic argumentative essay will be scored holistically by a 
group of ElOl and Writing across the Curriculum faculty . (ElOl faculty may choose to 
mark the essays separately as well for course grading.) 
• STANDARD: 80% of students in any given year will receive a combined score of 4 or 
higher on a 6-point scale. A Scoring Guide (see attached) detailing attention to main idea, 
structure, development, evidence, and editing will be used in holistic scoring sessions. 
GRADING CRITERIA FOR PAPERS 
Acceptable standards for college-level writing are defined by these virtues: 
Characteristics of an A Paper 
❖ Excellence in all respects - conceptual, rhetorical, grammatical. Highest quality work, revealing 
superiority of thought & insight as well as knowledge 
❖ Clear subject and framework of interpretation throughout 
❖ Keen understanding of needs and expectations of a particular audience 
❖ Skillful organization - unified, ordered, coherent, and complete 
❖ Variety: sentence type/length to meet rhetorical demands (topic & audience) 
❖ Effective word choice - precise denotation, connotation, and tone 
❖ Correctness in grammar, mechanics, and usage 
Characteristics of fl R Paper 
❖ Subject & interpretive framework clear. Superior approach to topic 
❖ Clear understanding of needs and expectations of a particular audience 
❖ Clear organization with rare lapses in unity and/or coherence 
❖ Clear focus on framework, subject, and details for each paragraph - fresh, appropriate examples 
and supporting evidence 
❖ Variety: sentence type/length to meet rhetorical demands (topic & audience) 
❖ Language use imaginative and appropriate 
❖ Correctness in grammar, mechanics, and usage 
Characteristics of fl C. Paper 
❖ Examination or argument presented clearly with no deviation from stated or implied focus/intention 
Though subject & framework evident, paper may not seem consistent and/or forceful in presenta-
tion or interpretation 
❖ Organization acceptable, though less clear or forceful than in A or B paper 
❖ Quality of support details uneven; examples and supporting evidence adequate 
❖ Few errors in sentence structure, but sentences ineffective, unvaried 
❖ Word choice generally correct; diction rarely imprecise or monotonous 
❖ No major sentence level errors; few mistakes in spelling, grammar, punctuation, and mechanics 
***** 
Deficient papers fail to meet college-level writing standards as follows: 
Characteristics of fl D Paper 
❖ Adequate or only marginally acceptable examination of topic or idea 
❖ Rational paragraphing, but body paragraphs underdeveloped or disorganized--marked problems with 
unity, order, coherence, and completeness 
❖ Use of generalization without detail or detail with no controlling idea 
❖ Sentence level errors frequent enough to distract the reader 
❖ Inattention to audience needs 
❖ Marginal grasp of rhetorical and grammatical principles. 
Characteristics of an E Paper 
❖ Failure to address assigned topic or change topic in a manner satisfying to both writer and audience 
❖ Superficial attention to topic or attention to a trite or obvious topic 
❖ Gross assertions taking the place of carefully developed evidence/examples 
❖ Simplistic sentence structure; frequent errors in grammar, mechanics, usage 
❖ Inappropriate use of sources, including failure to provide documentation . 
ENGLISH 101 FINAL PORTFOLIO CHECKLIST 
A) Complete Table of Contents (1 point) 
B) Four Essays Representing Distinct Discourse Forms (8 points) 
Essay One: 
2-3 drafts (as assigned) 
evidence of seeking outside opinions ( e.g., peer group, writing 
consultant, faculty conference) 
Essay Two: 
2-3 drafts (as assigned) 
evidence of seeking outside opinions ( e.g., peer group, writing 
consultant, faculty conference) 
Essay Three: 
2-3 drafts (as assigned) 
evidence of seeking outside opinions ( e.g., peer group, writing 
consultant, faculty conference) 
Essay Four: Academic Argument (will also be scored holistically by faculty 
team) 
2-3 drafts (as assigned) 
evidence of seeking outside opinions ( e.g., peer group, writing 
consultant, faculty conference) 





D) Quality of Writing (12 points, based upon Grading Criteria: D=3; C=6; B=9; A=l2) 
TOT AL PORTFOLIO POINTS: 
• SCORING GUIDE: ENGLISH 101 ACADEMIC ARGUMENTATIVE 
ESSAY 
6 OUTSTANDING 
A 6 paper offers a cogent, well-articulated analysis and demonstrates mastery of the elements of 
effective writing. A typical 6 paper: 
5 
► explores ideas and develops a position with insightful reasons and/or persuasive 
examples 
► is very well organized 
► reveals superior control of language, including diction and syntactic variety 
► reveals superior facility with the conventions (grammar, usage, and mechanics) of 
standard written English but may have minor flaws 
STRONG 
A 5 paper offers a well-developed analysis and demonstrates a strong control of the 
elements of effective writing. A typical 5 paper: 
4 
► develops a position with well-chosen reasons and evidence 
► is generally well organized 
► reveals clear control of language, including diction and syntactic variety 
► reveals facility with the conventions of standard written English but may have minor 
flaws 
ADEQUATE 
A 4 paper offers competent analysis of the issue and demonstrates adequate control of the 
elements of writing. A typical 4 paper: 
► develops a position with relevant reasons and evidence 
► is adequately organized 
► reveals adequate control of language, including diction and syntax, but lacks 
syntactic variety 
► displays control of the conventions of standard written English but may have some 
flaws 
3 LIMITED 
Though a 3 paper has some competence in its analysis of the issue and in its control of the 
writing, it is clearly flawed. A typical 3 paper is characterized by one or more of the following: 
► is unclear or seriously limited in presenting or developing a position 
► is disorganized 
► provides few, if any, relevant reasons or examples 
► has serious and frequent problems in the use of language and sentence structure 
► contains numerous errors in grammar, usage, or mechanics that interfere with 
meaning 
2 SERIOUSLY FLA WED 
A 2 paper demonstrates serious weaknesses in argumentative writing. A typical 2 paper is 
characterized by one or more of the following: 
► is unclear or seriously limited in presenting or developing a position 
► is disorganized 
► provides few, if any, relevant reasons or examples 
► has serious and frequent problems in the use of language and sentence structure 
► contains numerous errors in grammar, usage, or mechanics that interfere with meaning 
1 FUND AMENT ALLY DEFICIENT 
A 1 paper demonstrates fundamental deficiencies in argumentative writing. A typical 1 paper is 
characterized by one or more of the following: 
► provides little evidence of the ability to develop or organize a coherent argument 
► has severe and persistent errors in language and sentence structure 
► contains a pattern of error in grammar, usage, or mechanics that severely interferes with 
meaning 
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January 12, 2001 
Rollins College Faculty 
THE PRESIDENT 
1000 Holt Avenue - 2711 
Winter Park, FL 32789-4499 
(407) 646-2120 • FAX (407) 646-1501 
FROM: Rita Bornstein 
RE: All-College Faculty Meeting 
January 23, 2001 
12:30 p.m., Galloway Room 
On Friday, January 12, the Executive Council met to consider an amendment to the Bylaws of 
All the Faculty of Rollins College to address the tenure process for external candidates for the 
position of provost. The Council recommends approval of the following amendment: 
Article V. FACULTY EVALUATION 
Section 6. Tenure Policy for External Provost Candidates 
When the Search Committee has narrowed the pool of candidates for 
Provost to those to be invited to campus and if tenure consideration is appropriate, 
the candidate's dossier will be sent to the relevant department for review. During 
the candidate's campus visit, the candidate will meet with the department. Before 
a candidate is offered the position of Provost, the relevant department will 
forward its tenure recommendation to the Faculty Evaluation Committee, if the 
candidate is in an Arts and Sciences discipline. If the departmental 
recommendation is positive, the Faculty Evaluation Committee will make a 
recommendation to the President. If the Faculty Evaluation Committee is not 
involved, the department will forward its recommendation directly to the 
President. If the candidate is recommended for tenure, the timing of the award of 
tenure will be at the discretion of the President and the Trustees. 
Together with the Executive Council, I will convene a brief meeting of the Rollins College 
faculty on Tuesday, January 23, for discussion and consideration of the amendment to the 
Bylaws of All the Faculty of Rollins College. 
Upon the adjournment of the All-College Faculty meeting, Carol Lauer will convene a meeting 
of the Arts & Sciences Faculty to consider General Education requirements. 
